
ANDREA BOCELLI IN CONCERT – TUSCANY  03 AUGUST 2017 

 POLTRONISSIMA & BOUTIQUE HOTELS FOR 3 NIGHT IN BED AND BREACKFAST

WITH POLTROCINA – € 150,00 / 1° POLTRONA ON REQUEST

 



Castelfalfi Resort***** Classic – Deluxe – Executive from € 1150,00

Il Castelfalfi is a new, 5-star hotel being built within the resort, to offer our guests an even more exclusive 
experience.
It will be a one-of-a-kind showcase for the Italian lifestyle, highlighting nature and beauty.

Borgo Scopeto **** Superior from   € 1150,00

 

Borgo Scopeto Relais The Borgo Scopeto Relais is located in the Chianti area, just twenty minutes from the 
city of the Palio. A characteristic Tuscan estate built five centuries ago – it is possible to taste the excellent 
cuisine of the restaurant "La Tinaia". Relax at the wellness center with a swimming pool, massages and wine 
therapy 

La Tabaccaia **** Classic – Superior - Suite from   € 1100,00

The Hotel La Tabaccaia was renovated with dedication, using traditional materials to match all the colors 
and the style of the region. The charming guestrooms boast a Tuscan design and prestigious decor: 
beautifully restored olive-wood parquet and wood-beamed ceilings from the original building. The furniture
is modern, with comfort and style, and coexists harmoniously with its rich past.



La Colleggiata **** Superior from   € 1100,00

Hotel La Collegiata is a boutique hotel in Tuscany. Nestled amidst verdant gardens and cypress trees, this
rural  retreat  is  just  2km  from  the  charming  town  of  San  Gimignano  and  a  25-minute  drive  from  the
Castelvecchio Nature Reserve.  Housed within a 16th-century monastery, the interiors of Hotel La Collegiata
exude  classic  elegance.  All  rooms  feature  modern  amenities,  including  complimentary  WiFi  and  air
conditioning

Relais Sant’Elena **** Deluxe from    €  990,00 

  

In a natural embrace of a Splendid beauty formed by soft hills, a hamlet, a tower, a cypress, where Sant’Elena lays 
down , an ancient Tuscan dwelling made of history and stone. A sweet welcome in its elegant interiors with its earthy
colors, old furniture and precious fabrics. 

Relais della Rovere **** Superior - Deluxe- Jr Suite - Suite from    €  950,00

The Relais is a luxury hotel in Tuscany. The result of a stunning renovation of a 12th-century monastery and
15th century villa, this 4-star hotel is nestled in the Chianti hills not far from Siena. 



The Relais  Della  Rovere’s  guestrooms blend an atmosphere of  historic  charm with luxury  amenities  and
sweeping views of the surrounding countryside.


